When I came to UNLV, I was scared by how I am going to understand the English class. The UNLV recommended to me as English 113 class which is international students class.

During this semester, I felt many things about this class. First, the professor cares about me all the time. He led by essay that correct all by wrong grammar so I could learn more compact about English grammar. This international student class is small that professor always answered our questions and he explained slowly that we could understand. I felt a little strict about this class, however, this little push of hard work made me more study everyday.

Second, as an international students class, we have better social life in this class. We are talked about different country and the professor is respect all the country. As I go through the UNLV class, the international class is very helpful to me, and this class would benefit to my English skills that later I don't feel any problem of writing essays and grammar later.

The most important thing about this class is the getting confidence of writing essay. Professor taught me many things such as grammar, how to pronounce the words and common knowledge. This international class really helped me and this class would really prepared for academic courses.